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Ancient Secrets of the Bible
1995-08-12

life has a lot to say only if we take the time to listen the silent whisper of our environment speaks only if we take
the time to hear what it s saying to us and about us the voice from within speaks only if we fine tune the voice that
we are listening to the ancient secrets of life is a spiritual navigational tool used to build individuals mentally
physically mentally emotionally and spiritually to propel them into their destiny it has taken a lot of trials and
tribulations to get these secrets out of me however every experience has provided a valuable lesson that i would
not have received otherwise therefore it is my reasonable service to share some of the hidden secrets that will
change your life forever guaranteed i am so happy that i did not give up on me even though the mockery was quite
fierce but god s grace and mercy gave me a promise letting me know that the last shall be first and the first shall
be last and that my latter days would be greater than my former days i held on to that promise as if it was my last
ray of hope regardless of how wrenched my life seemed i was determined to unveil the secrets to breaking the
strongholds of our past present and future although i stared death in its face on several occasions however god
had a greater purpose for my life and that is to share my gift of wisdom i do not proclaim to have all the answers
but i do have enough secrets to revolutionize your life with just one book in all that we do say and become we all
need some form of guidance and that s where the ancient secrets of life comes in to help one to expand his or her
territory there are many lessons that we must learn and there are many lessons that we overlook on a daily basis
however i consider those lessons to be our small blessings in disguise make no mistake about it life is also a
journey that we will all take and there is no avoiding it it s just a matter of getting through it whether we fight our
way through or pray our way through is totally up to each individual living a life out of purpose or in bondage
creates a life that s full of limitations and excuses that hinder our ability to embrace our purpose or passion for
this reason the ancient secrets of life comes in to take you on a journey out of your egypt through the wilderness
and into your promise land by sharing principles insights ideas and concepts that will keep success chasing after
you in this book you will learn how to unlock your creative power of uniqueness that will serve you regardless of
what level of achievement you are on greatness has your name on it and if you want it bad enough i dare you to
take the journey to get it

The Ancient Secrets of Life
2015-06-29

this natural skin care program is designed around the principle that the face reveals what the body feels and what
the body suffers it incorporates whole body healing to prevent and counteract signs of aging without surgery or
harsh chemicals and at no cost derived from massage aromatherapy acupressure and traditional chinese healing
arts these gentle techinques produce a more youthful face and lead to better physical health for the entire body
the book describes the skin s function as one of the body s major organs and shows how to use touch and massage
on the pressure points in the face to improve the appearance of the skin and the health of the other organs these
simple techniques some used in conjunction with essential oils take just minutes to do and are easy to include in
regular morning routines like putting on makeup or applying moisturizer breathing exercises rountines for
specific problems and affirmations to rid the body and mind of toxins round out the book

Ancient Secrets of Facial Rejuvenation
2010-10-21

ancient secrets of success demolishes the myth that success requires back breaking work and wearisome effort
takes the reader out of the region of worry into a calm expectation of success frees the mind from the shackles of
past conditioning through science myths and stories the reader will be guided to enter into the spirit of life and
live like they have never lived before life will no longer be an endurance test but will become an enchantment a
whole new world awaits the reader who practices these four ageless secrets they have sustained the ravages of
scrutiny of the ages since the beginning fo civilization and are universal they transcend all cultural and social
borders it is easy to practice and imperishable

Ancient Secret of Personal Power
1986-06-01

finally the exciting and long awaited sequel to one of the biggest health and healing bestsellers of all time has
arrived when peter kelder s ancient secret of the fountain of youth was released by harbor press in 1985 it
immediately touched off an incredible sales phenomenon rivaled only by the celestine prophecy and conversations
with god in this book readers were introduced to the tibetan rites of rejuvenation a series of exercises developed
over centuries in the monasteries of tibet and credited by thousands for everything from increased energy to
better memory weight loss and just looking and feeling younger almost as quickly as the books filtered across the
globe letters began to pour in to harbor press requesting more information on these mysterious rites now more
than ten years and two million books later comes a comprehensive companion volume that addresses the
unanswered questions of so many readers picking up where kelder s book left off ancient secret of the fountain of
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youth book 2 provides the complete fountain of youth health program with detailed information on a variety of
topics discussed only fleetingly in the original bestseller the history and origins of the five rites valuable insights
about how the rites work diet suggestions and easy to follow exercises illustrated with fifty black and white
photographs this guide will help turn back the hands of time invigorating and energizing readers lives as never
before

Ancient Secrets of Success
2007

sepher yetzira is a second or third century hebrew book that is considered to be the seminal work of kabbalah
because it is a mystical interpretation of the old testament s creation story and kabbalists delve beneath the
surface of the bible to understand the unspoken mysteries of how the world came to be ancient secrets of creation
is a new translation and reinterpretation of sepher yetzira that provides the answers to questions about how god
created the world especially how the expression and god said is used because of sepher yetzira s succinctness and
the passage of time its implicit meanings have been lost however this work provides a fresh understanding of
sepher yetzira by rediscovering and clearly explaining those mathematical scientific philosophical and theological
foundations on which it rests these include pertinent pre socratic greek philosophies the ideas of plato plotinus
iamblichus neopythagoreanism and neoplatonism as well as the works of philo of alexandria the old testament and
rabbinic understandings at the time that sepher yetzira was written this translation and explication unlock the
secrets hidden within the hebrew language text of sepher yetzira the book that started kabbalah

Book of Secrets
2017-09-28

ancient secrets of the goddesses offers healing to the feminine and masculine energies of the world the wisdom of
thirty three powerful goddesses appears alongside velva dawns own story of how she used the energy from each
goddess to heal her emotional wounds each goddess carries a powerful energy that can be used to heal ones soul
and this book weaves multidimensional energy with the energies of all of the goddesses both a spiritual adventure
and guide this book links crystals and affirmations with each goddess listing the aura colors of the goddesses to
help you identify which goddess may be around you the book may magically open up for you and show all of the
goddesses reaching out to connect with you in a loving way by exploring the goddess energy and using these
sacred healing meditations and words one will connect with the divine feminine while empowering the feminine
within oneself readers can find more information at velva dawns website velvadawn com through the guidance of
these mythic bearers of feminine wisdom this book will take you on an inward journey of self discovery and
healing savor every word i highly recommend this book colette baron reid number one bestselling author of the
map finding the magic and meaning in the story of your life i am honored to have worked with velva dawn and the
goddesses and i have seen first hand the healing effects empowerment and fulfillment that comes forth when you
invite the divine goddess energy into your daily life ancient secrets of the goddesses author velva dawn silver
hughes has captured the loving energy and vibrations of these divine beings this book activates feminine
empowerment and enlightens your soul preparing you for a new and exciting level of spiritual growth kathy huber

Ancient Secret of the Fountain of Youth, Book 2
2009-09-23

discover curious and thought provoking stories and secrets of ancient times uncover clues about 99 of the most
intriguing puzzles found in the bible where was the garden of eden how did the red sea part what made the walls
of jericho tumble down are there unicorns in the bible did lazarus really rise from the dead within these pages
examine these perplexing questions and many more by looking at historical cultural archeological and other
significant details you ll be sure to enjoy the quests within 99 ancient secrets and mysteries of the bible explored

ANCIENT SECRETS OF CREATION
2007-06-20

legend has it that hidden in the remote reaches of the himalayan mountains lies an ancient secret there
generations of tibetan monks have passed down a series of exercises with mystical age reversing properties
known as the tibetan rites of rejuvenation or the five rites these once secret exercises are now available to us all in
ancient secret of the fountain of youth by peter kelder beginning with an account of his own introduction to the
rites by way of colonel bradford a mysterious retired british army officer who learned of the rites while journeying
high up in the himalayas kelder then reveals to us the five ancient tibetan rites that can make you feel and look
younger the philosophies in the book combine with the practical yoga like positions of the rites and lifestyle diet
advice to provide you with the ultimate guide to preserving your youth taking just minutes a day to perform
benefits include increased energy weight loss better memory new hair growth pain relief better digestion and just
feeling much more youthful
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Ancient Secrets of the Goddesses
2011-09-07

if you change your food you can change your future are there diet secrets that help people live longer healthier
happier lives what if healthy eating could also be easy and delicious the ancient secrets cookbook was inspired by
dr pankaj naram and dr clint g rogers phd dr naram was a great healer who helped millions of people around the
world by using ancient secrets from nature before he died he passed on these secrets to his students including dr
clint g rogers who put many of them in a book called ancient secrets of a master healer this ancient secrets
cookbook implements many of the ideas from the ancient secrets book and gives you ways to eat that do not cause
pain and suffering it s not easy cutting out gluten refined sugar dairy and nightshade vegetables but if you can
change what you eat you can change your life these recipes were contributed from people around the world who
are learning and applying these ancient secrets for improved health vibrant energy and peace of mind that comes
from being good to yourself

99 Ancient Secrets and Mysteries of the Bible Explored
2017-10-17

based on the network television special which aired in may 1993 this fascinating work of scholarly research gives
the proven facts behind five biblical myths archaeological evidence supports as truth the destruction of sodom and
gomorrah the crossing of the red sea the fall of the walls of jericho and more

The Ancient Secret of the Fountain of Youth
2011-10-06

the sacred flower of life pattern the primary geometric generator of all physical form is explored in even more
depth in this volume the second half of the famed flower of life workshop the proportions of the human body the
nuances of human consciousness the sizes and distances of the stars planets and moons even the creations of
humankind are all shown to reflect their origins in this beautiful and divine image through an intricate and
detailed geometrical mapping drunvalo melchizedek shows how the seemingly simple design of the flower of life
contains the genesis of our entire third dimensional existence from the pyramids and mysteries of egypt to the
new race of indigo children drunvalo presents the sacred geometries of the reality and the subtle energies that
shape our world we are led through a divinely inspired labyrinth of science stories logic and coincidence on a path
of remembering where we come from and the wonder and magic of who we are finally for the first time in print
drunvalo shares the instructions for the mer ka ba meditation step by step techniques for the re creation of the
energy field of the evolved human which is the key to ascension and the next dimensional world if done from love
this ancient process of breathing prana opens up for us a world of tantalizing possibility in this dimension from
protective powers to the healing of oneself of others and even of the planet you may discover a memory or a
fleeting reflection of yourself in the following topics the unfolding of the third informational system the circles and
squares of human consciousness leonardo da vinci s true understanding of the flower of life and exploring the
rooms of the great pyramid whispers from our ancient heritage the initiations of egypt the mysteries of
resurrection interdimensional conception ancient mystery schools egyptian tantra and sexual energy and the
orgasm unveiling the mer ka ba meditation chakras and the human energy system energy fields around the body
the seventeen breaths of the mer ka ba meditation and the sacred geometry of the human lightbody

Ancient Secrets Cookbook
2022-05-04

驚くほどかんたん 永遠の若さが手に入る ヒマラヤの高地の谷に伝わる奇跡の秘法 新たな序文の他 失われた章 として削除されていた五部を追加したオリジナル決定版

Ancient Secrets of Kundalini
1997

in the prehistoric land of what is now turkey the young beautiful mate of the high priest of the goddess is exiled
from her people for giving birth to her second deformed son in order to survive she must help the high priest in
his scheme to abduct a priestess from a band of nomadic traders this is the triumphant story of two women one
who finds honor within another culture and the other who endures to return home after a brutal separation

Ancient Secrets of the Bible
1994

learn to apply the timeless lessons of jewish wisdom writings to improve your daily life drawing on a broad range
of jewish wisdom writings distinguished rabbi and psychologist levi meier takes a thoughtful wise and fresh
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approach to showing us how to apply the stories of the bible to our everyday lives and let them work their
inspirational magic the courage of abraham who left his early life behind and chose a new more difficult and more
rewarding path the ability of joseph to forgive his brothers the quests and conflicts of the bible are still relevant
and still have the power to inform and change our lives

The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, Volume 2
2012-04-27

explore the enigmatic world of the book of enoch delve into the mysteries of one of the most fascinating
apocryphal texts with mysteries of the book of enoch unraveling ancient secrets of the divine this compelling
guide illuminates the hidden wisdom of the book of enoch offering readers an in depth exploration of its profound
teachings and enigmatic prophecies key features and benefits deep dive into ancient texts learn about the
historical context the narrative content and the theological implications of the book of enoch understand why it
was excluded from the biblical canon yet remains significant in various religious traditions unlock mystical
insights explore chapters that decode complex symbolisms and reveal enoch s visions about heaven angels and the
future connect with divine wisdom discover how the teachings of enoch influence modern spiritual beliefs and how
they can be applied to contemporary spiritual practices expert commentary and analysis benefit from scholarly
analysis and commentary that make the ancient texts accessible and relevant to modern readers ideal reader this
book is perfect for theologians scholars of ancient texts and anyone fascinated by biblical history and apocalyptic
literature it s an essential read for those seeking a deeper understanding of religious texts that have shaped
human thought across millennia begin your journey into the ancient mysteries buy now to unlock the secrets of
the book of enoch and deepen your understanding of ancient divine revelations

5つのチベット体操
2004-12-30

1960 good health is the very foundation of success and we have heard that good health is man s birth right that is
another grievous error good health is the reward received by him who earns it contents kingdom within perfection
is within secr

Secrets of the Ancient Goddess
1999

in their prolonged study of created phenomena the masters discovered what they came to call the sacred four
elements as they found that these elements enter into the constitution of everything known they saw for thousands
of years that 1 soil 2 solar heat 3 air and 4 water are the elements that produce every formation every object and
every organism professor hilton hotema

Ancient Secrets
2013-04-05

concise easy to read book explains why and how horses behave the way they do it describes methods by which
behavior problems can be prevented and methods which can be used to correct existing problems dr miller
explains how every horse inherits ten character traits that influence its behavior these ten traits are embedded
deep within the horse s dna and shared without exception by every horse that was ever born understanding these
10 traits is essential to optimum communication with the horse and is the reason the current revolution in natural
horsemanship is so successful if you understand how your horse thinks you can control its behavior you can teach
your horse to ignore the spooky stuff stand quietly while tied accept routine veterinary and farrier work come
when called overcome barn sour or herd bound behavior load into a trailer calmly and willingly respect you as a
leader yield its head neck feet and hindquarters respond positively whether at a show on the trail or in the stable
in addition dr miller who is the originator of imprint training of newborn foals also includes an in depth discussion
of this method in the book are you unwittingly teaching your horse how to misbehave find out from the expert on
equine behavior

マスターヒーラーの古代の秘法
2022

atlantis and other lost worlds is the most up to date and comprehensive investigation of history s infamous sunken
city nowhere else will you find a more dramatic and convincing presentation of the evidence for its archaeological
reality the book uncovers the scientific genius of the ancients and the spiritual power of their mysterious religion
they are revealed as the inventors of a crystal technology to surpass our own and the master builders of pyramidal
monuments around the world the cultural heritage of atlantis in the civilizations of pharaonic egypt bronze age
europe maya mexico and inca peru is clearly described the doomed capital comes alive in a vivid re creation of its
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heyday of cultural splendor and imperial might

The Secrets of Ancient and Modern Magic, Or, The Art of Conjuring
Unveilled [sic]
1880

64 ways in which an earlier forgotten science and technology was superior to our own these are not merely
ancient secrets but knowledge way ahead of our own 21st century sixty four ways in which an earlier forgotten
science and technology was superior to our own today you will learn of secret formulas that could revolutionize
modern aviation construction and medicine advanced secrets our world once knew and has forgotten discover how
some geniuses of antiquity soared into inventions and plucked knowledge that our 21st century is just beginning
to nudge you may well ask what else did they know that we don t art techniques which we cannot copy super
micro technology sub ocean tunneling invisibility time viewing devices lamps that never go out what next

Mysteries of the Book of Enoch: Unraveling Ancient Secrets of the
Divine
1987-01-01

ancient indian magic secrets to get love sex kill enemies necromancy spirits of 5 elements invocation evocation of
spirits devils demons angels law of attraction to attain anything within minutes yoga and meditation to activate
third eye

The Ancient Secret
1996-09

now you can give yourself or anyone else a psychic reading that will accurately predict the next 12 months of your
life ancient secrets of prediction is the most complete and comprehensive technique for prediction available
simply shuffle a deck of regular playing cards not included follow the layout sheet in the book and read the
predictions you ll be amazed at how right on you ll be about career love health trips money lotto thirty five years
of research and thousands of readings prove this system to consistently be at least 80 accurate better than most
professional psychics predict the immediate and future events of your life so you can accentuate the positive and
prepare for or eliminate the negative

Ancient Secret of Personal Power
1995

join greg and lora little as they take you through time to look at some of the most incredible mysteries of time and
space secrets of the ancient world is a book that examines curious people places and objects as they were
addressed in the edgar cayce readings from the lost world of atlantis to the pyramids in egypt the littles examine
these mysteries in depth using the material from the american mystic edgar cayce as well as first hand research
this book is an eye opener for any reader seeking answers to these intriguing questions

Ancient Secrets of Kuṇḍalinī (hidden in Panchastavi)
2022-11-08

i will speak to you with parables and explain mysteries from days of old psalm 78 2thousands of years ago god hid
mysteries in the pattern of moses wilderness tabernacle eternal secrets waiting to be discovered deep truths
revealing the pathway into his awesome presence however just as earthly treasure isn t found simply lying in plain
sight but instead must be searched for and mined we must diligently search for the spiritual riches god has buried
for us in his word with david cerullo as your guide ancient secrets of the tabernacle revealed your pathway to god
s presence is your treasure map to assist you on this journey of discovery and transformation with him you will
explore ancient scriptural truths revealing the pathway to god s presenceunderstand as never before the riches
hidden within the tabernaclediscover the oy of ever deepening intimacy with the lordget ready to embark on a life
changing path that will draw you straight into the very heart of god

Ancient Secrets of Personal Power Tetragrammaton Hardcover
2011-11

the book of aquarius by anonymous delves into the mystical world of alchemy and the search for the philosopher s
stone this thought provoking treatise invites readers to embark on a journey of discovery into the secrets of
transformation and transcendence in the book of aquarius anonymous blends historical accounts with
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philosophical insights sparking the reader s curiosity and providing a fresh perspective on this ancient practice
this book is a must read for seekers of wisdom truth and spiritual enlightenment

Understanding the Ancient Secrets of the Horse's Mind
2012-02-29

in virtues first novel which is based on thoroughly researched historical biblical archaeological and culturally
accurate information readers see how the meeting between king solomon and makeda the queen of sheba changed
both of their lives forever

Atlantis and Other Lost Worlds
2006

are you ready for the return of the ancient warriors do strange alien artifacts discovered throughout the americas
prove ancient astronauts once winged to earth and shared their wisdom with early humans on treasured occasions
do extraterrestrials descent to direct through chosen initiates the destinies of nations and advance the
evolutionary process did the gods mate with virgins to father heroes whose wondrous deeds inspired their people
to new glories tradition tells of shadowy figures not born of woman flitting down the dusty corridors of time to
preach some new philosophy or invent some novel machine thus revolutionizing contemporary culture what is the
evidence that the mysterious crystal skulls found throughout mexico and central america signify a link with the
sky gods does the weird misshapen skull of a strange star child serve as proof that hybrids do exist and that
interbreeding between their race and ours was a fact according to the indigenous prophets what events are about
to lead up to the homecoming of the gods and who will be worthy of reuniting with them join our group of expert
researchers led by w raymond drake as they question the reality of the universe as we know it things are about to
change

64 Secrets Still Ahead of Us
2018-12-30

ancient secrets for kids coloring and activity book was inspired by dr pankaj naram and dr clint g rogers phd dr
naram was a great healer who helped millions of people around the world by using ancient secrets from nature
before he died he passed on these secrets to his students including dr clint g rogers who put many of them in a
book called ancient secrets of a master healer the book which is being translated into over 30 languages will help
people around the world to learn these secrets for health and happiness the ancient secrets coloring and activity
book for kid s invites children of all ages to think about what they want what they want to be as well as sharing
insightful stories of using the natural healing power of herbs for animals and even insects

The Secret Book of Ancient Indian Magic & Occultism Volume-I:
Ancient Secrets to Kill Enemies, to Get Sex, Money, Get Ride on
Demons, Spirits, Necroma
2019-02

norse mythology the complete guide limited edition from the ancient civilizations and mythology collection and the
award winning writer martin r phillips comes a masterful explanation of the vikings and norse mythology from the
gods including loki odin and thor to all of the ancient legends and the folk lore this book has it all an excellent
depiction of the ancient norse and their mythology amazing stuff alex lemmings book critique topics of discussion
creation of the cosmos the world and the dawn of the gods the aesir vanir war and the mead of poetry freyja loki
and thor myths and legends central myths legends and stories central myths legends and stories ragnarök
morality life death and the practical enactment of the mythos in norse life from chosen tradition to forced
conversion how the norse became christian and much more grab your copy today the contents of this book are
easily worth over 30 but if you purchase this book today you will get it for just 11 99 tags norse mythology vikings
viking mythology gods odin thor balder frey freyia and loki

Ancient Secrets of Prediction
2003

in this book andrew collins reveals that the cygnus constellation is the key to unlocking humanity s belief in the
orgin of life in the heavens

Secrets of the Ancient World
2011-12
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Ancient Secrets of the Tabernacle Revealed
2021-01-01

The Book of Aquarius
1955

The Ancient Secret
2009-06

Solomon's Angels
2011-12-01

Ancient Secrets of Mysterious America: Revealing Our True Cosmic
Destiny
2022-12

Ancient Secrets for Kids
1974

Mysterious Britain
2015-08-11

Norse Mythology
2006

The Cygnus Mystery
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